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[POETRY & SKETCHES]
[TYPE] personal
[MEDIUM] ink, acrylic paint

A Moleskin has held my hand for 6 years.
I live days not worth mentioning in ways other
than illegible strings of poetry and erratic
sketches of shadows. At times, images too
in this journal. Otherwise, the Moleskin is
carried along on walks for a bit of fresh air.
This selection comes from the current Moleskin
in use. Each sketch originally rests separate
from its poem; yet, the hand’s signature signs
all the same.
This is a study of patterns, of movement, of
lights, of shadows, of growth, of dissolving,
of the words and images that hold me on any
given day.

What sound should I speak
to break the trance within
to reveal the curtain that holds me in?
How, I speak of sounds
of holes shone in centuries past,
of lights sewn in flickering hearts.
I touch the apple to see what holds
as I pierce at skin and find it grow
from seeds round heart beats flesh outpoured,
to the edges of the earth as magma turns cold.
Solid of peach or red, falls apart under
force when skin tastes earth.
This change of Light, I see,
moves from starry holes now unsewn
through flickering hearts now knowing
the sounds I speak are not of spit seeds
of leaked poison or fallen fruits of our kind,
but of the sound of the movement that,
by one touch, unsews all around.

A tree’s shadow
branches on the ground,
crosses a puddle collecting
the tree’s reflection.

It is written the way
a poppy spills blood
a daisy blankets snow
a sunflower blossoms light.
Expression is written in the seed of being
as a poet condenses
atmosphere into droplets,
as a painter mimics
reality onto canvas,
as a musician evaporates
thought into feeling.
It is written the same way
a wildflower flees from home
a dandelion rides the breeze
a seed blossoms into a tree.
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[JOURNAL ENTRY]
An Early Late June Morning
[TYPE] personal
[SETTING] balcony, 2020

No true recollection remains of my past except
for the words read back of familiar memories
in my own script.
The intention was a letter to mail to a friend.
events silently taking place before me. On
the balcony that has seen me each morning of
the season, that morning in particular had
found the words, at last, to explain itself.
I did not tell a story, but moreso let the
balcony write itself in my letter.
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[LEKKER BIKES]
Graphic Design Intern
[TYPE] professional
[CITY] Amsterdam, NL
[DURATION] may-aug 2019

LEKKER BIKES is a bicycle brand exploring Dutch
cycling heritage and Australian beach culture
for urban cyclists worldwide. As an e-commerce
brand, it operates out of brandstores in
Amsterdam, Melbourne, and Sydney.
Part of a small team on the Prinsengracht
canal, I lived in Amsterdam for a summer.
I biked the city picking up my designs from
printing houses I had sent earlier that
morning. I planned local photoshoots across
the city’s landmarks for our local identity
and marketing strategy. I worked with the rest
of the team in Australia to design graphics
for their local stores according to their
local humour.
But most days, I sat in-store illustrating
bicycles for stickers, sweaters, bicycle
manuals, van designs, and digital campaigns
while watching people stroll over canals just
outside our storefront.
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[DESAUTELS SUSTAINABILITY NETWORK]
Creative Director
[TYPE] professional
[CITY] Montréal, QC
[DURATION] may 2018 - jan 2020

DESAUTELS SUSTAINABILITY NETWORK works to
create a society where businesses are key
drivers of sustainable development. Based in
McGill’s Desautels Faculty of Management,
our mission aims to connect, inspire, and
educate our community of future sustainability
leaders.
As a founding member, I was given zero direction
and complete freedom. I had to explicitly
visualize a revolutionary organization known,
up to that point, as a crazy idea between
passionate friends. What came in a summer’s
dream of half-dazed pencil sketches in my
bedside journal grew into DSN’s logo advocating
for sustainability on societal, economic, and
environmental levels.
3 years later, DSN has expanded with a network
of 5k+ students,
200+ companies, and 100+
organizations across Canada. In 2020, DSN cohosted the Montréal Youth Summit on Sustainable
Business, the city’s largest conference on
sustainable development. DSN’s nation-wide
network launched the Canadian Business Youth
Council for Sustainable Development (CBYC),
Canada’s largest youth-led movement to change
institutional pedagogy for impact-driven
business.
And throughout, the designs signing $100k+
partnership contracts and 10k+ marketing
materials were of the images I had dreamt of
one summer’s night.
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[BUILDING 21]
Spatial Design Plan
[TYPE] professional
[ROLE] Strategic Designer
[DURATION] sep 2019 - ongoing

BUILDING 21 is an academic interdisciplinary
hub that fosters innovative approaches to
pedagogy at McGill University. It is an
open lab inviting people from all levels
and disciplines to think, collaborate, and
expertise.
The Spatial Design Plan concerns space
utilization with the community’s expansion.
The issue is not physical space but useable
space. How do we maximize our space’s potential
to gather more people while letting the space
express ourselves?
It is to craft a story through our space
about the people brought together by B21’s
creativity,
innovation,
and
exploration
following (3) design goals:
[2] let our building speak for us,
[3] do everything with creativity and community
in mind.
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[PLNT 312 URBAN HORTICULTURE]
Milton x Parc
[TYPE] academic
[ROLE] Landscape Designer
[DURATION] jan - apr 2019

PLNT 312 URBAN HORTICULTURE is a plant
science course taught at McGill University’s
agricultural campus, MacDonald Campus. Class
lectures and greenhouse labs explore landscape
design, green space management, green roofs
and walls, urban trees, and urban agriculture.
The Milton x Parc design project concerns a
vacant lot in the intersection of Rue Milton
and Avenue du Parc. Located in a neighbourhood
known for its deep root in community activism
since the 60s, it predominately houses
McGill University students and lower-income
residents. With a ranging demographic that
continues to diversify, the area calls for
more uniting public spaces. A site and needs
assessment was performed and dictated the
resulting design features (ie. a prominent
trail of footprints in the snowy lot dictated
the proposed path’s placement).
In keeping with the local features and
historic desires of the community, the Milton
x Parc project aims to revive native species,
relieve socio-economic tensions, and reignite
communal connections through a shared public
green space.

PLNT 312 — URBAN HORTICULTURE:
Milton x Parc (Montréal, QC)
[AREA]
811.60m2
[DESCRIPTION]
Discarded parking lot
[LOCATION]
Intersection of Rue Milton
and Avenue du Parc
[ZONING]
Commercial intersection
residential area

in

[DEMOGRAPHIC]
Students, families, elderly,
homeless
[PARTI]
“a healing meadow in the city”
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Existing site - West perspective

Existing site - detailed perspective
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Proposed site - detailed perspective

Proposed site - North perspective

[GRASS & SEDGE SELECTION]

[FLOWER BED SELECTION]

Existing Plan 1:120

Proposed Plan 1:120

Seasonal shade study determining planting pattern

Grass & sedge planting pattern
(lighter green = earlier bloom)

Flower bed planting pattern
(green shades = Spring bloom
blue shades = Summer bloom)
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[PHOTOGRAPHY]
Technicolor Postcards
Anthropomorphize
[TYPE] personal
[MEDIUM] digital

It is not the movement we remember, but the
pattern that remains after our displacement.
The itineraries of travel, even schedules of
a day at home, evade our memory. The movement
of action is lived only in its moment and
solely for the prize: the documentation of
what has been seen is the means in and of
itself.
captured, they would reveal more than a
treasured landmark. Perhaps, they would reveal
the pattern of its becoming, dynamic no longer
of 2 dimensions (depth & time). Perhaps, it
would make clear how subjects belong to their
backdrops, beings belong to their landscapes.

TECHNICOLOR POSTCARDS
Rural Jordan & Downtown Dubai
iPhone 6S

ANTHROPOMORPHIZE
Viñales, Cuba
Nikon D5300
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[SHORT FILM]
‘To Make Paper’
[TYPE] personal
5:49)

What cannot be said can still be felt. I
cannot say how many mornings of eggs I have
had, yet I can say I have felt all its cartons
with curiosity.
‘To Make Paper’ is a thought that rests before
thought written down. I do not think if I
cannot write thought down. It is a preliminary
expectation to have paper to begin to think
(like eggs in a pan, an expected mechanic
pattern). I thought paper could not be thought
of but made through, as in reading the pages
being built before the words were inked.
And so, I made paper, and felt the textures
of the materials I was once mechanically outof-touch with.

